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4 Abstract: The collision of barge flotillas against bridge piers is a design scenario that often controls the design of bridges that span navigable
5 waterways. Current design approaches vary significantly in their assumptions and mostly rely on design code guidelines. The influence of ad-
6 jacent barge columns on multicolumn flotilla impacts is not well established in the literature; some design codes ignore the effects of adjacent
7 barge columns, assuming they break away upon impact, whereas others assume full contribution. The actual contribution of adjacent barge
8 columns has a major influence on the amount of energy absorbed by the impacted structure and, therefore, on the load history attributable
9 to the impact. The behavior of barge flotillas during impact depends upon several factors, such as configuration of flotilla, impact speed, barge

10 bow-crushing behavior, and dynamic response of pier. This paper presents a simplified procedure that allows the estimation of the impulse
11 delivered by the adjacent barge columns for head-on impacts. The proposed simplified procedure is based on a parametric study performed
12 by means of a multidegree-of-freedom, two-dimensional model described in this paper. The proposed model is able to account for nonlinear
13 interaction between barges, nonlinear barge bow behavior, and dynamic structural response. The proposed procedure allows for an improved
14 estimation of impact load histories attributable to the collision of barge flotillas. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)BE.1943-5592.0000544. © 2014
15 American Society of Civil Engineers.
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17 Introduction

18 The design of bridge structures across navigable waterways is often
19 heavily influenced by the possibility of vessel collision against the
20 piers.An average of one catastrophic accident per year involvingbridge
21 collisions by vessels is recorded worldwide (AASHTO 2008; Harik
22 et al. 2008a).Current design codes (AASHTO2008) prescribe a vessel-
23 collision loading case under the design scenarios, for which a rea-
24 sonable characterization of the load history during impact is warranted.
25 Cargo transportation on inland waterways normally involves
26 barge flotillas, which are formed by a number of barges joined bywire
27 ropes—referred to as lashings—and pushed by a towboat. These
28 flotillas are generally formed by several columns of barges. For
29 geometric reasons, during a multicolumn barge flotilla impact with
30 a bridge pier, not all leading barges come in contact with the bridge
31 pier. Because of the fact that the impact load is transferred within one
32 or only a few barge bows, internal loads are generated between in-
33 dividual barges of the flotilla, and computation of the load and energy
34 effectively transferred to the impacted structure is not trivial.
35 Current design codes either neglect the contribution of adjacent
36 barge columns to the impacting barge column (AASHTO 2008) or
37 assume full contribution (European Committee for Standardization
38 1991). Recent research by Harik et al. (2008a) considers multicolumn

39barge flotilla impacts but does not account for the possible breakup
40of adjacent barge columns and assumes one-dimensional (1D) be-
41havior of the tow (i.e., only longitudinal displacements).
42During collision, compression and friction loads develop along
43contacts between barges, whereas tension loads take place along
44lashings. Depending upon a number of factors, an impact of a mul-
45ticolumn barge flotilla may result in the failure of lashings, and the
46barge flotilla may be divided into two or more groups, or it may
47remain as a unit. Fig. 1 illustrates typical collision scenarios con-
48sidered in this paper. The behavior of the barge flotilla during impact
49has a direct influence on the amount of energy absorbed by the
50impacted structure and on the resulting load history. Inwhat follows,
51the existing methods for analysis of barge collision and their lim-
52itations for the analysis of multicolumn barge flotilla impacts are
53discussed, and a new analysis method is proposed.

54Existing Analysis Methods

55Currently availablemethods vary greatly in their assumptions. Some
56are simplified procedures developed for design, whereas others are
57more complex and are intended mainly for verification purposes.

58AASHTO Specifications and Eurocode

59The European Committee for Standardization (Eurocode) and
60AASHTO have developed provisions that serve as guidelines for
61bridge design under barge-collision scenarios (AASHTO 2008;
62European Committee for Standardization 1991). Both specifications
63adopt the results by Meier-Dörnberg (1983) concerning barge bow-
64crushing behavior based on a series of loading tests on scaled barge
65models. Both AASHTO and Eurocode define the crushing behavior
66as a bilinear relation with strain hardening. Based on the envelope-
67crushing load and energy considerations, the AASHTO guidelines
68define an equivalent static load to be applied to the impacted structure.
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69 The fact that this load does not incorporate the dynamic effects of the
70 impacted structure has been criticized by several authors (Consolazio
71 et al. 2008; Harik et al. 2008a), because the magnification effect of
72 the dynamic loading can be significantwith respect to the static effect
73 alone.
74 Eurocode, however, defines a time history for the impact load
75 and, therefore, allows the designer to perform a dynamic analysis. It
76 should be noted that Eurocode adopts the mean Meier-Dörnberg
77 (1983) crushing load, as opposed to AASHTO, which adopts the
78 envelope crushing load. If a static analysis is desired, Eurocode
79 defines a dynamic magnification factor that ranges between 1.3 and
80 1.7 depending upon the magnitude of the impact load.
81 Although both design codes provide simple means for deter-
82 mining demands attributable to barge collision, there are a number of
83 relevant aspects that are not accounted for. One of the main short-
84 comings is that the Meier-Dörnberg (1983) results do not account
85 for the size or shape of the impacted pier, and there is a significant
86 difference between both provisions with respect to multicolumn
87 barge flotillas. Other aspects not accounted for are the influence of
88 the dynamic behavior of the impacted structure and the stiffness of
89 the barge on the load history. For example, AASHTO only accounts
90 for the contribution of barges in the impacting column, assuming that
91 adjacent barge columns will break away upon impact. Therefore,
92 adjacent barge columns are not included in the kinetic energy and
93 force computation. Eurocode, however, does include thewholemass
94 of the barge flotilla in the force computations. Hence, the impact
95 forces for a multicolumn barge flotilla collision determined by
96 means of both codes differ considerably.

97 Analysis Methods Proposed by Consolazio et al.

98 Consolazio et al. (2008, 2010a, b) have made several advances in the
99 field of barge-collision analyses. Their main contributions include

100 updated barge bow-crushing relations for head-on and oblique
101 impacts, a coupled dynamic collision analysis method, and a sim-
102 plified applied load history technique.
103 Consolazio et al. (2008) developed a computational procedure,
104 referred to as coupled vessel impact analysis, in which the impacting
105 barge, represented by a single degree of freedom, is coupled to
106 a finite-element model that represents the bridge. This method
107 considers the nonlinear behavior of the barge bow and the nonlinear
108 dynamic response of the impacted structure and was validated by
109 means of results from real-scale impact tests, showing reasonably
110 accurate results. In this procedure, the impact load history is obtained
111 as a result of the barge-bridge interaction modeled by means of
112 numerical analysis.
113 An alternative simplified procedure, referred to as the applied
114 vessel impact load historymethod, was also proposed byConsolazio

115et al. (2008). In this simplified method, the load history is estimated
116as a first step and then externally applied to the impacted structure.
117This simplified method has been validated by means of the more
118elaborate coupled vessel impact analysis. Both methods show
119reasonable agreement.
120However, because of the fact that the barge flotilla in both
121methods proposed by Consolazio et al. (2008) is represented by
122a single degree of freedom, the influence of adjacent barge columns
123cannot be explicitly considered for multicolumn barge flotilla
124impacts. Although these methods represent significant advances in
125the field of barge-collision analyses, the effect of adjacent barge
126columns in both energy and force computations for multicolumn
127barge flotillas remains uncertain

128Analysis Methods Proposed by Harik et al.

129Harik et al. (2008a, b) have also made significant contributions in
130the field of barge-collision analysis, including updated barge bow-
131crushing behavior, finite-element simulations of single-column
132flotilla impacts, and a spring-mass model for multicolumn barge
133flotilla collisions.
134Harik et al. (2008a) present detailed finite-element models of box
135and raked barges. By means of these models, a series of simulations
136were conducted for impacts of single-column flotillas composed of
137one to five barges with different velocities and for different sizes and
138shapes of the bridge piers. Based on these results, the authors derived
139regression formulas that allow the computation of maximum and
140average impact forces, as well as impact time duration. By means of
141finite-element simulations, the authors found that, for the case of
142single-column flotilla collisions, some portion of the kinetic energy
143is dissipated through relative displacement of the barges, but that the
144main source of energy dissipation is the plastic deformation of the
145barge bow that comes into contact with the bridge pier.
146Harik et al. (2008a) proposed a 1D multidegree-of-freedom
147(MDF) model for the analysis of multicolumn barge flotillas. In
148this model, each barge is represented by an individual mass.
149Interactions between the barges and the barge bow that comes in
150contactwith the bridge pier are represented by nonlinear springs. The
151bridge pier is modeled by a cantilever beam with rotational and
152translation springs, as well as two concentratedmasses that represent
153superstructure and themass associatedwith the point of impact. This
154model was validated against detailed finite-element results for
155a single-column flotilla collision.
156In the finite-element analyses carried out by Harik et al. (2008a),
157the influence of adjacent barge columns was not investigated,
158whereas in the 1D spring-mass model, the elastic-plastic relations
159that describe the tensile forces of lashings between barges do not
160account for possible failure attributable to excessive straining.
161Therefore, the influence of adjacent barge columns considered by
162these authors is only applicable to collisions where adjacent barge
163columns do not break away.

164Proposed Method

165The analysis method proposed in this paper is based on aMDF, two-
166dimensional (2D) model that represents a generalization of the 1D
167MDF proposed by Harik et al. (2008a). This 2D model consists of
168a numerical scheme that allows the analysis of flotilla impacts with
169bridge piers in a more general manner, as it is able to analyze
170nonsymmetric or oblique impacts. In this model, barge and pier
171geometries are defined bymeshes, which consist of a group of points
172that define their contours. The contacts between the different ele-
173ments of the model are detected based on the contour meshes by

Fig. 1. Head-on impact of multicolumn barge flotilla
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174 means of a contact algorithm. The load-deflection behavior of the
175 barge bows and lashings are represented by nonlinear springs.
176 Barges that do not impact the pier are considered to behave linear
177 elastically. This simplifying assumption was considered valid based
178 on finite-element analysis of barge columns by Harik et al. (2008a),
179 where it was shown that energy dissipation occurs mainly by de-
180 formation of the impacting barge bow. The effect of water is cur-
181 rently accounted for by means of an added hydrodynamic mass
182 (AASHTO 2008). However, damping attributable to wave emission
183 is conservatively neglected.

184 Contact Algorithm

185 An algorithm that detects contacts between different elements of the
186 model was implemented. The contact algorithm determines which
187 points of a particular bargemesh fall inside the contour defined by an
188 adjacent barge or pier mesh. For this purpose, a straight line is de-
189 fined from the point that is being considered to a point at a certain
190 distance in a specified direction. If this line intersects the contour of
191 an adjacent element an odd number of times, the point is defined to
192 lie inside the contour (contact point). Otherwise, the point is defined
193 as external to the contour. A contact zone is thus determined by
194 applying this procedure several times along the boundary of a barge.
195 Hence, a contact zone, its normal direction, a contact overlap, and
196 a relative tangent velocity are computed (Figs. 2 and 3). These para-
197 meters are used to determine the resulting contact forces within the
198 barge flotilla. The normal force,N, is computed asN5 ku, where u is
199 the contact overlap and k is the contact stiffness; the frictional
200 magnitude, F, is computed as F5mN, where its direction depends
201 upon the relative tangential velocity of the barges andm is the friction
202 coefficient. The point of application of the resultant force is defined by
203 the position of the midpoint of the contact zone.

204Lashing Model

205The lashings are represented in the proposed model by means of 1D
206elements that can only sustain tensile forces and follow an elastic,
207perfectly plastic behavior. Failure of these elements is considered
208after the axial deformation exceeds a certain limit defined on the
209basis of the particular lashing material being considered. The con-
210figuration of the lashingswas adopted followingArroyo andEbeling
211(2005). Each wire rope was thus represented by means of its
212equivalent bitt location and mechanical properties, summarized in
213Table 1 and Fig. 4. Longitudinal and transversal displacements are
214explicitly accounted for in the analyses, whereas vertical displace-
215ments are not included in the proposed 2D model. As relative dis-
216placements develop, the axial directions of lashings are updated.
217Once a lashing has failed, the model supposes that it can no longer
218sustain axial loads.

219Barge Bow-Crushing Relations

220The load-deflection behavior of the barge bow has a strong influence
221on the collision forces, as it not only determines the maximum
222possible impact force but may also provide a significant amount
223of energy dissipation. The crushing behavior of barge bows was
224studiedbyConsolazio et al. (2008) and Harik et al. (2008a) bymeans
225of high-resolution finite-element models. These studies found that
226the size and shape of the impacted pier have a significant influence on
227the load-deformation behavior. Based on detailed results obtained
228from several simulations, the authors proposed simplified relations
229for barge bows suitable for use in bridge design. The elastic, per-
230fectly plastic relations proposed by Consolazio et al. (2008, 2010b)
231for frontal and oblique impacts are adopted in the analysis presented
232in this paper.

233Dynamic Response of Structure

234The load history generated during impact depends on both the
235characteristics of the barge flotilla and the structural response of the
236impacted structure. In the proposedmodel, two different approaches
237are followed according to the type of impacted structure considered.
238When the impacted structure is the bridge itself, the dynamic
239response of the structure is accounted for by the convolution of the
240load history developed until a certain time step and the impulse re-
241sponse function of the structure at the impact point. Hence, the full
242dynamic response of the structure is considered. This procedure,
243only applicable for elastic systems, is considered appropriate given
244the fact that an elastic structural response is generally expected. It
245should also be noted that the impact duration is such that damping
246effects can conservatively be neglected in the analysis. Once the load
247history is defined, the structural demands can be calculated bymeans
248of a full model, either considering or ignoring damping effects.
249For the analysis of flexible protection structures, which may be
250designed to undergo plastic deformations to absorb the kinetic energy
251of the flotilla, the dynamic response of the structure is accounted for
252by means of a simplified model consisting of a piecewise linear
253(i.e., nonlinear) spring (Pinto et al. 2013).

254Implementation

255The dynamic barge-collision analysis is performed by means of
256a numerical integration scheme of the equations of motion of the full
257barge-structure system. The initial conditions of the system consist
258of the initial velocity and position of the barge flotilla, as well as the
259initial velocity and location of the bridge pier (assumed to be in an
260at-rest condition at the beginning of the impact). For the numerical

Fig. 2. Contact algorithm

Fig. 3. Contact force computation
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261 integration scheme, a fixed time step is defined, and an explicit two-
262 step integration method is followed (Bathe 1982)

unþ1 ¼ 2un2 un21 þ Dt2

m
Fn (1)

263 where un11, un, and un21 5 position of a particular degree of
264 freedom in the next, current, and previous time steps, respectively;
265 Dt 5 adopted time step; m 5 mass of the degree of freedom; and
266 Fn 5 resultant force applied in this degree of freedom in the current
267 time step. For stability reasons, the adopted time step must not
268 exceed one-half of the shorter vibration period of the system

Dt# p
vmax

(2)

269 where vmax 5 highest frequency of the system, approximately
270 vmax 5 50 rad=s. However, to improve accuracy a much smaller
271 time step (Dt5 0:005 s) is adopted in the analyses presented in this
272 paper.

273 Validation of Proposed Model

274 To validate the proposed method, a comparison is made with an
275 example case presented by Harik et al. (2008a). This example
276 evaluates the symmetric impact of a 15-barge flotilla (plus tow boat)
277 traveling at 3 knots against a 2-m-wide, flat pier. The pier is modeled
278 as a cantilever beam with two concentrated masses (M1 5 190 tons
279 and M2 5 850 tons) and superstructure translational and rotational
280 stiffness (kx 5 1433 106 N=m and ku 5 15:33 109 N, respectively).
281 The pier bending stiffness is EI5 333 109 N=m2, and the distance
282 between the impact point and fixed end is L1 5 8m, whereas the
283 distance between the impact point and superstructure is L2 5 12m.
284 Masses of individual barges and the towboat are mb 5 1,720 tons
285 and mt 5 700 tons, respectively. The barge bow-crushing relation
286 is adopted from Harik et al. (2008a) for a flat, 2-m-wide pier.
287 Figs. 5(a and b) shows the load history and kinetic energy of an
288 individual barge, where it is seen that there is very good agreement
289 between the proposed model and that of Harik et al. (2008a).

290Parametric Study

291A parametric study is carried out by means of the proposed model
292to analyze the influence of adjacent barge columns for head-on,
293symmetric impacts. The influence of the following parameters is
294considered in this study: lashing configuration, number of barge
295columns, number of barges along the length of the flotilla, friction
296coefficient between barges, initial velocity, and yield force of the
297barge bow. The ranges for the parameters considered in this study
298are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. A single barge bow is considered
299to come into contact with the bridge pier for three- and five-column
300flotillas, whereas two barge bows were considered to determine the
301total impact force for four- and six-column flotillas (Fig. 1).
302The combination of the parameters considered in the study yield
303a total of 3,600 analysis cases. Each of these cases was analyzed by
304means of the proposed model, where two types of behavior were
305identified: either the adjacent barge columns break away during the
306collision process, or the flotilla remains as a unit.
307To quantify the influence of the adjacent barge columns on the
308effective impulse, an influence coefficient is defined as follows:

CI ¼ I
P
¼

�
Vi 2Vf

�
Ma

ViMc
(3)

309whereCI 5 influence coefficient; I 5 impulse given by the adjacent
310barge columns (which may break away from the tow); P 5 initial
311momentum of the impacting barge columns; Vi and Vf 5 initial and

Table 1. Lashing Properties

Wire type
Diameter
(cm)

Elastic
modulus
(GPa)

Nominal
area (cm2)

Nominal resistance
(kN)

Failure deformation
(%)

New Used New Used

63 19
2.22

96
2.39 308 246

6 5
2.54 3.1 399 319

Fig. 4. Standard layout of lashings

Fig. 5. Proposed method versus that of Harik et al. (2008a)
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312 final velocity of adjacent barge columns, respectively; and Mc and
313 Ma 5 impacting and adjacent column masses, respectively.
314 According to this definition, the load history of a head-on mul-
315 ticolumn barge flotilla can be estimated in a simplified manner
316 considering a single degree of freedom, representative of the barge
317 flotilla, with an equivalent mass given by

Me ¼ Mcð1þ CIÞ (4)

318 whereMe 5 equivalent mass; CI 5 influence coefficient defined in
319 Eq. (3); andMc 5mass of the impacting column for three- and five-
320 barge column impacts, and the two center barge columns for four-
321 and six-column impacts.
322 This way, the total impulse of the barge flotilla (i.e., sum of impulse
323 given by central and adjacent barge columns) is equal to the impulse
324 given by a single degree of freedomwith the equivalent mass definition

MeCI ¼ Mcð1þ CIÞVi ¼ McVi þMa
�
Vi 2Vf

�
(5)

325The influence coefficient was determined for all cases of the para-
326metric study, and a regression was made with the following equation:

SI ¼ exp
�
aIRþ bIVi þ cImþ dIFy þ eI

�
(6)

327whereSI 5 separation index; R5 number of barges along the length
328of the flotilla; Vi 5 initial velocity in meters per second;m5 friction
329coefficient; Fy 5 barge bow yield force inMN; and aI , bI , cI , dI , and
330eI 5 parameters fitted to the MDF model results (Table 4).
331By comparing the proposed separation index with two reference
332values, situations where the tow breaks away or it remains as a unit
333can be identified with a reasonable degree of accuracy. However, it
334should be pointed out that about 8% of the analysis cases considered
335remain uncertain. A worst-case condition is assumed for these cases
336in the proposed method.
337Considering only the analysis cases where adjacent barge col-
338umns break away from the tow, a regression was made by means of
339the following equation:

CI ¼ exp
�
acRþ bcVi þ ccmþ dcFy þ ec

�
(7)

340where the parameters are identical to the ones used in the separation
341index defined in Eq. (6); and ac, bc, cc, dc, and ec 5 fitting constants
342given in Table 5. The regression shows good agreement with the
343MDFmodel results, yielding a coefficient of determination p2 5 0:94.
344Hence, a simplified analysis procedure, based on the proposedMDF
345method, is schematically summarized in Fig. 6.

346Example Case

347An example case is consideredwhere a comparison of the impact load
348history of a multicolumn barge flotilla is made between the results
349obtained by means of the proposed simplified procedure and those of
350the MDF model. The comparison considers results obtained for the
351full mass of the flotilla (i.e., barge columns do not break away, rigid
352flotilla) and for the impacting column mass only (i.e., neglecting the
353influence of adjacent barge columns).A 33 3 barge flotilla impacting
354a 4-m-wide, rigid, flat pier is considered with an initial velocity of
3552m=s, a 0:35 steel=steel friction coefficient, and a standard lashing
356configuration.
357A comparison of load histories is shown in Fig. 7, where the
358influence of adjacent barge columns can be observed by comparing
359Curve A, which results from an analysis that neglects the contri-
360bution of adjacent columns, and Curve B, which considers energy
361transfer by lashings and contact phenomena among columns. It can

Table 2. Values Considered in Parametric Study

Parameter Considered values

Initial velocity Vi ðm=sÞ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
Friction coefficient m 0.2, 0.35, and 0.5
Number of flotilla columns C 3, 4, 5, and 6
Number of barges in length of
flotilla R

2, 3, 4, and 5

Lashing configuration Weak, medium, and robust
Total yield load of barge
bows (MN)

7, 12, 17, 22, and 27 (for
three- and five-column flotilla)
14, 18, 22, 26, and 30 (for
four- and six-column flotilla)

Table 3. Lashing Configuration Considered in Parametric Study

Lashing
configuration

Number of lashing sections

Condition
Transversal
external

Transversal
internal Diagonal

Weak 2 1 2 Used
Medium 3 2 3 Used
Robust 4 3 4 New

Note: Data from Arroyo and Ebeling (2005); see Fig. 3.

Table 4. Separation Index Parameters

Number of
flotilla columns

Lashing
configuration

Separation index parameters Reference values

aI bI ðs=mÞ cI dI ð1=MNÞ eI Lower limit Ll Upper limit Lu

3 Weak 2.151 20:022 20:001 20:504 26:428 1 1
Medium 0.418 20:039 0.643 20:105 20:468 0.87 1.04
Robust 0.340 20:037 0.319 20:032 20:441 0.94 1.28

4 Weak — — — — — Separation in all cases

Medium 0.666 20:057 0.830 20:104 21:750 0.43 0.55
Robust 0.386 20:039 0.222 20:019 21:337 0.5 0.7

5 Weak 2.790 20:017 16.270 20:622 216:260 1 1
Medium 0.480 20:027 0.525 20:167 0.287 1.82 1.9
Robust 0.430 20:030 0.448 20:048 20:142 1.75 2.3

6 Weak — — — — — Separation in all cases

Medium 0.942 20:045 1.932 20:220 21:496 0.9 0.9
Robust 0.586 20:036 0.659 20:042 21:470 0.77 1.33
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362 be seen that the proposed simplified procedure (Curve C) represents
363 with a reasonable degree of accuracy the contribution of the adjacent
364 barge columns.Moreover, it can be seen that for this case the impulse
365 given by the barge flotilla to the impacted structure is overestimated
366 if the failure of the lashings is not considered (Curve D). For this
367 example case, the proposed MDF model shows that barges adjacent
368 to the impacting columns lose contact and drift away once the
369 lashings have failed. In this analysis, the coefficient of influence
370 yields CI 5 0:21, meaning that the effect of the adjacent barge
371 columns is a 21% increase in the impulse effectively transferred to
372 the impacted structure by the column that comes into contactwith the
373 bridge pier.
374 If a pier width of 2 m is considered, the yield load of the barge
375 bow would be smaller. Hence, for the same initial velocity, lashing

376configuration, and friction coefficient, the flotilla would have re-
377mained as a unit during the collision. In that case, the whole mass of
378the flotilla would have to be considered to be acting on the bridge pier.

379Oblique Flotilla Impacts

380In certain design situations, the analysis of oblique impacts may be
381warranted, e.g., a bargeflotilla thatmay collide at an oblique angle or
382in an off-center manner or if the impacted structure has beveled

Table 5. Coefficients of Influence Parameters

Number of
flotilla columns Lashing configuration

Coefficients of influence parameters

Fit R2ac bcðs=mÞ cc dc ð1=MNÞ ec

3 Weak 0.286 20:433 1.214 20:073 21:727 0.917
Medium 0.370 20:386 1.137 20:059 21:368 0.956
Robust 0.550 20:284 0.982 20:054 21:338 0.913

4 Weak 0.267 20:442 1.076 20:044 22:324 0.961
Medium 0.417 20:406 1.242 20:056 21:727 0.958
Robust 0.593 20:315 1.272 20:049 21:737 0.97

5 Weak 0.332 20:444 0.957 20:078 21:739 0.923
Medium 0.420 20:425 1.497 20:080 21:232 0.922
Robust 0.653 20:356 1.559 20:098 20:812 0.873

6 Weak 0.246 20:442 1.010 20:039 22:344 0.961
Medium 0.382 20:453 1.120 20:059 21:486 0.952
Robust 0.577 20:367 1.182 20:055 21:471 0.956

Fig. 6. Flowchart for determination of adjacent columns influence on
impact

Fig. 7. Load history of a 33 3 barge flotilla impacting a 4-m-wide pier
at 2m=s

Fig. 8. Pushover analysis of protection structure of the General Bel-
grano bridge
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383 sides. In these situations, the proposed 2D MDF model is more
384 representative than the 1D model. As a particular application of the
385 2D MDF model, the impact of a barge flotilla against a protection
386 structure downstream of the main pier of the General Belgrano
387 bridge [over the Paraná River, Argentina (Pinto et al. 2008, 2013)] is
388 analyzed. The consideredflotilla consists of a 33 3 barge groupwith
389 an initial velocity of 3:3m=s. The protection structures, currently

390under construction for this bridge, are wedge-shaped to deflect the
391impacting barge columns and therefore reduce the energy absorbed
392during the impact comparedwith aflat configuration. The yield loads
393of the central and lateral barge bows were determined considering
394impacts against a 2-m-wide object and an oblique impact (45�)
395against a flat wall, respectively. According to Consolazio et al.
396(2008, 2010b), the yield loads for the center and lateral columns
397under these assumptions are 8.4 and 12.1 MN, respectively.
398Fig. 8 shows the lateral pushover analysis of the protection
399structure, which has a 1,584-t rigid cap. Figs. 9 and 10 show the load
400histories and energy absorption by the protection structure for this
401case obtained by means of the 1D MDF model (Harik et al. 2008a)
402and the 2D model proposed in this paper.
403It can be seen that the proposed 2D model is able to account for
404the oblique impact of the adjacent barge columns that occurs once
405they break away from the impacting column, whereas the elastic 1D
406model only represents the impact of the center row. The load history
407computed by means of the proposed model shows a peak value of
40831.5 MN attributable to the combined impact of both center and
409adjacent barge columns projected along the longitudinal direction:
4108.4 MN1 23 12:1MNcosð45�2fÞ5 31:5MN, where f is the
411steel-to-concrete friction angle [tanðfÞ5 0:5]. Because of this, the
412absorbed energy by the protection structure computed by the pro-
413posed model (10:7MN×m) is higher than the absorbed energy
414computed by the 1D model (6:3MN×m). Thus, in this case, the 1D
415MDF model yields an unconservative estimation of the energy
416effectively absorbed by the protection structure. It is also noticed that
417the residual kinetic energy of the flotilla computed by means of the
418proposed model (31:2MN×m) is higher than the kinetic energy
419evaluated by means of the 1Dmodel (0:8MN×m). Fig. 11 shows the
4202D barge flotilla impact behavior.

421Conclusions

422This paper presents a 2D MDF model for the analysis of barge
423collisions against bridge piers, considering the nonlinear behavior of
424bow, lashings, and contact between adjacent barges. The model has
425been validated against results published by other authors, which
426consider more simplified assumptions regarding barge behavior.
427Thismodel is a generalization of a 1Dmodel proposed byHarik et al.
428(2008a) and allows the analysis of barge flotilla impacts in a more
429general manner, as it allows nonsymmetrical and oblique impact
430analysis.

Fig. 9. Load history obtained by 1D MDF model versus proposed
model

Fig. 10. Kinetic energy of barge flotilla and energy absorbed by
protection structure of the General Belgrano bridge

Fig. 11. Configuration of barge flotilla after collision evaluated by means of 2D MDF model
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431 A parametric study considering a set of typical parameters en-
432 countered in bridge designwas carried out bymeans of the proposed
433 2D model. On the basis of the parametric study, a simplified pro-
434 cedure that allows the evaluation of the influence of adjacent barge
435 columns through the definition of an equivalent mass is proposed.
436 The impact load history can be more accurately computed by means
437 of existing single degree of freedom methods and the equivalent
438 mass definition proposed in this paper.
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